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T he giving of tips – the discretionary payments we make to certain occupations 

over and above the price of service – involves, for any one transaction, rela-

tively small amounts of money. This may be one reason why, despite being a wide-

spread practice and a topic of after-dinner conversations, tipping is a little-studied 

phenomenon. Yet, while tips may be individually perceived as a marginal disburse-

ment of little consequence, collectively considered, in some countries and occupa-

tions, tips redistribute large amounts of money and form a sizeable percentage of ser-

vice workers’ income1. Moreover, tipping decisions are also an interesting phenome-

non per se, eminently suitable for investigating behavioural theories, not least be-

cause they can be easily observed and involve many different types of people and 

transactions. Tips lose their theoretical interests either where they are legally prohib-

ited, as it was the case in Communist countries, or once they are institutionalized 

into a service charge and de facto part of the price of a service – even though it is of 

course an interesting question to ask under what conditions these mandatory states 

of affairs emerge. However, in so far as tips remain discretionary they can reveal 

some of our fundamental behavioural dispositions in a natural setting without re-

course to laboratory experiments. Why should we pay more when we can avoid it? 

Why should some of us refuse a tip? Why do we tip some occupations and not others, 

or in some countries more than in others? And in what way does tipping become a 

social convention to which we adapt?  

In this essay I review a range of micro motives that could lead people to tip or re-

frain from it, and, correspondingly, the motives that may lead people to accept or 

reject tips. I derive some empirical predictions relating to the each motivation. Some 

predictions are mentioned even if everyday observation indicates that they are false, 

because the implications are of interest for our theories. Some other predictions could 

be tested using cross-occupational or cross-national differences in tipping practices, 

while still others could be tested semi-experimentally, by manipulating the condi-

tions of naturally occurring exchanges. 

Tipping as a coordination game 

Tipping can be simply conceptualised within a game-theoretic framework, which 

helps us to identify the behavioural questions we need to tackle to understand the 

practice. It can be described as a coordination game with two players – tipper and 

tippee – each of whom has two options: the tipper can choose whether to tip or not 
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to tip and the tippee whether to accept or to reject the tip. There are four possible 

basic outcomes – illustrated in figure 1 – but in only two of these pairs the players’ 

choices form a Nash equilibrium, which means that they are compatible with each 

other because both players see no reason to change unilaterally their chosen option.  

The equilibrium pairs occur either if the tipper decides to tip and the tippee accepts 

the tip, in which case we have a tipping equilibrium; or if tipper does not tip when 

the tippee would have rejected the tip, which is the non-tipping equilibrium. 

In the two other cases there is some social tension. In one of them the tipper tips and 

the tippee rejects the tip: in this case 

the tipper may learn not tip again in 

future encounters either that tippee or 

any other tippee he believes has the 

same preference. For instance, he may 

infer that all tippees in the country or 

in the same occupation or establish-

ment will not accept tips. With more 

encounters the outcome will eventu-

ally shift to the non-tipping equilib-

rium whereby nobody tips for everyone expects that nobody will accept a tip. This 

pair of actions is not often observed as they are a transient outcome due to mis-

matched expectations. They will be observed in situations in which the tipper and 

tippee belong to different communities with different practices: thus, for instance, we 

may expect tourist-tippers to incur in such blunder but not locals. Or we can expect 

nouveaux riches to tip occupations in which the workers’ dignity prescribe otherwise. 

No such case should however be found where the two groups are sufficiently inte-

grated. 

In the other case the tipper does not tip when the tippee would have accepted the 

tip. To establish how much tension this case generates we need to answer a further 

question: whether the tippee would also have expected to be tipped – for one can ac-

cept a tip without necessarily expecting one. If the tippee does not expect the tip he 

may be unconcerned when he is not tipped, and think this is undesirable but normal 

and there is nothing to be done about it; this can happen in domains in which tipping 

is sporadic and considered neither as something that one should or should not do. So 

even though this is not the best outcome from the tippee’s point of view, this case 

may persist as it does not lead to change.  

However, if the tippee also expects a tip, he will be disappointed, and possibly an-

noyed (the same reasoning could be applied to the size of the tip, but to keep matters 

simple I rarely refer to tip sizes here). The tippee may learn to stop expecting a tip 

from this customer or this type of customers, in which case the equilibrium shifts to 

a non-tipping state; or he may fight back and make remonstrations to the failed tip-

per. He may further try to devise ways to encourage the next customer to tip. We see 

envelopes left in hotel room by chamber maids with their name written on it, or no-

tices flagging that service is not included or gratuities gladly accepted.  

However, even when the tippee expects a tip and takes action to encourage it, this 

action can still generate no change if the tipper has strong reasons not to tip. A tipper 

can fail to tip simply because he does not have any motivation to tip; but he can also 

have an active or even principled motivation not to tip. This is an important distinc-

tion as will become clearer later. 

– iii – 
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Consider now the tipper’s motives in choosing which action to take. A conclusion we 

can reach on the basis of our simple game theoretic framework is that, regardless of 

any other consideration, if the tipper believes the tippee will not, for whatever reason, 

accept the tip, he will not tip. 

This belief, if accurate, is a sufficient explanation of the persistence of a non-tipping 

equilibrium. In other words, it suffices to explain the motive the tippee has not to 

accept a tip to explain a non-tipping equilibrium. One may conceive of situations in 

which the tipper may try to force a tip on the tippee, but these must surely be excep-

tions – for why should one pay more money to make the tippee less happy or, worse, 

offend or embarrass him, unless of course one wanted to achieve precisely that re-

sult? 

This leaves us with two general questions: 

 To make predictions on the emergence, rather than just the persistence, of a non-

tipping equilibrium we need to explain why certain tippees prefer not to be tipped. Re-

gardless of what exactly the motives are, a key related question is how idiosyncratic or 

shared a preference for rejecting tips is among tippees. A tippee who does not want to 

be tipped in a domain in which tips are rife will have to work hard at turning them 

down at each new transaction. He may establish this preference with customers who 

come to know him personally, but would have to summon a lot of energy to reject the 

tip from every well-meaning stranger – the cost of accepting may be lower than that of 

refusing. Tippees can be expected to adjust to the prevailing convention even if left to 

themselves they might have chosen otherwise. The driving force will be toward con-

formism within the confines of establishments, occupations or even countries. Tipping 

is a quintessentially social practice in which one, whether a tipper or a tippee, cannot 

easily afford to stick out and is affected by what other people do. 

 While the belief that a tippee will not accept is a sufficient reason for the tipper not to 

tip, the reverse is not true: if the tipper believes that the tippee would accept a tip the 

tipper can still decide not to give a tip. How does he decide? To explain the emergence 

of tipping we need to understand not only the motives of the tippee to accept – which 

may be as trivial as preferring more money to less – but the motives of the tipper to 

part from his money and hand out a tip. One such motive may simply be that he be-

lieves the tippee will not just accept but expects a tip, and, for reasons explored in 2.4 

below, he may not want to disappoint the tippee. Also in this case what others do is 

relevant to explain the persistence of a tipping equilibrium. For even without any spe-

cific reason to tip one can tip simply because everyone else tips. Tipping, in other 

words, can evolve into a suboptimal stable practice, in which everyone would rather 

not tip (or not tip all the times or tip less than one ends up doing), but no one feels in a 

position to stop or adjust the practice on one’s own. 

This paper is mostly devoted to question 2, namely to how we can explain a tipping 

equilibrium. In section 2, I deal with tipper’s motivations to tip when the tipper 

knows that a tip is accepted and possibly expected. I briefly deal with tipper’s moti-

vations not to tip regardless of the tippee’s expectations and with the motives a tip-

pee may have to refuse tips in sections 3 and 4 respectively. The latter are important 

since predictions on countries or occupations in which there is no tipping can come 

from this horn of the matter for, as I have argued, it suffices to explain why certain 

tippees do not accept tips to be able also to explain why tipping does not emerge. 

Motivations to tip 

In this section I discuss the motivations that a tipper may have to tip a tippee when 

he knows that the tippee will accept or even expect a tip. It must be stressed from 

the start that motivations as such are neither rational nor irrational, for rationality 

– iv – 
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refers to the means not to the ends that one plans to achieve. Whether or not tipping 

is rational depends on whether tipping is the best way to satisfy whatever motiva-

tion the tipper may have. In other words, one can have all sorts of motivations to tip 

– self-interest, reciprocity or other-regarding motivations – which tipping may or 

may not be the best means to satisfy. So the question of the rationality of tipping 

traverses motivations rather than residing in any one of them. Some means may fail 

to be rational, for instance, because they are based on false beliefs – for instance, 

some may tip thinking that they improve the service while this is not true, or, as 

some have suggested2, because they fear the tippees’ envy, and believe that tipping 

allays envy and thus their fear. It is doubtful whether paying others stops them from 

being envious, and this motivation could be based on a superstitious belief. 

Self interest in one-off encounters 

Let us begin with the simplest human motivation, self-interest. One straightforward 

reason to tip for self-interest would be in order to ensure a good or a better quality of 

service. But how this motive works depends on various conditions and beliefs. At a 

minimum, the tipper must believe that the tippee has discretion over the quality of 

service he can deliver. Where there is no discretion we should not observe tipping 

motivated by self-interest (or, if we do, tipping would be irrational).  

Rational choice theorists’ typical prediction is that in one-off encounters a self-

interested rational person should never tip. Still, we observe much tipping in one-off 

encounters, a fact that seems to contradict the theory’s prediction as it would seem 

implausible to suggest that millions of people are not rational. We tip taxi drivers, 

waiters in foreign countries or tourist guides whom we are never going to meet again. 

This is considered to be a puzzle. Whether it really is, however, depends on a particu-

lar belief.  

If the tipper believes (trusts) that the service will be good enough even in one-off en-

counters then he has no reason to tip for he is getting a decent service anyway, so 

why pay more for it? But if the tipper does not have that trust, he could rationally 

decide to tip even in one-off encounters. People would tip to ensure good service in 

situation in which their default expectation is to receive a bad service – they cannot 

trust the server to provide good service without some additional reward.  

Thus, if the quality of service is expected to be poor or highly variable, rational self-

interested people should either credibly promise a tip or, more convincingly, tip be-

fore service is delivered. While observing tips after service does not tell us much 

about the motives, observing tips handed out before service is a prima facie sign that 

the aim is to obtain good service3. Only when quality of service is expected to be 

good enough then self-interested rational tippers should not tip in one-off encoun-

ters. 

It follows that in countries, occupations or establishments in which there is less gen-

eralised trust we should observe more tipping driven by self-interest even in one-off 

encounters4. 

Self-interest in repeated encounters 

When envisaging repeated encounters with a tippee, a rational tipper could tip in one 

encounter to ensure good service in future encounters. This idea yields the following 

prediction: rational tippers motivated by self-interest will tip if they think they are 

going to come back. If we translate this prediction in terms of cross-national and 

– v – 
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cross-occupational differences we should expect, ceteris paribus, more tips in coun-

tries and occupations in which there is a stable clientele patronizing the same estab-

lishments. Highly mobile situations should yield less tips as repeated encounters are 

fewer. 

This idea, typical of those who think in game theory terms, does have some limited 

supporting evidence. (In a meta-analysis of 13 studies involving 2,547 dining parties 

from 20 different restaurants, Lynn and McCall found that regular restaurant cus-

tomers leave larger average tips to waiters than non-regular customers.)5 Still, in 

theoretical terms, when closely inspected this hypothesis reveals itself to be resting 

on a richer assumption than it seems at first. The tipper that reasons in those terms 

must also believe that  

 Denying a tip now induces the tippee to provide a lower quality service next time. 

Belief (i) is not however invariably true. First, it is true only if the tippee can cor-

rectly re-identify tippers in future encounters and remember whether or not they 

tipped the previous time; this implies that in large impersonal establishments or in 

those in which there is high employees’ turn-over the chances of being rewarded or 

punished for having tipped or not tipped in the past are slim, and thus a rational tip-

per should not tip; if he does – as we often do in such establishments – it means that 

he is either irrational or his motivations differ from self-interest. 

Next, if the tippee knows that the tipper is likely to come back he may have a reason 

to provide good service to encourage the customer to return regardless of tips. Ex-

pecting this, a self-interested tipper should rationally not tip in repeated encounters. 

(In fact, savvy customers hint, truthfully or otherwise, that if they get good service 

they may come back.) 

This should be more likely the case if the tippee is self-employed rather than salaried 

for he will have an interest in encouraging customers to return. Or in cases in which 

the employer succeeds in aligning the employee’s interests to his own and the tipper 

knows that this is the case. In these cases the repetition of the encounter, contrary to 

game theorists’ knee-jerk wisdom, should induce non-tipping.  

To make robust predictions as to what happens in repeated encounters with salaried 

tippees we need to understand when a tipper is right to believe that (i) obtains; one 

way to do so would require introducing another game between tippers and tippees’ 

employers. If the employers expect people not to be unconditionally resistant to tip-

ping they may factor tips in the wage and pay employees less because of that; in 

turn, employees will then behave in ways as to encourage tipping, including attend-

ing known tippers with greater care and punishing inveterate non-tippers by provid-

ing bad service the next time round.  

The predictions should thus be qualified: first, repeated encounters with self-

employed should generate less tipping. Repeated encounters with employees would 

by contrast generate tipping in repeated encounters if and only if one believes that (i) 

is true, and, if it is true, tipping would be rational. 

Several economists have argued that tips are a more efficient way to improve the 

quality of service than including the value of tips in wages because they make part of 

their earnings directly conditional of the quality of their service6. As I point out in 

2.5 below, however, in case of one-off encounters this effect can be achieved only if 

the tipper tips purely to reward the quality of the service he has already benefited 

from; with strictly self-interested customers this would not work in one-off encoun-

ters. 

– vi – 
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Other self-interested reasons to tip 

We can conceive of at least three further self-interested motives for tipping even in 

one-off encounters. One is related to improving an ancillary quality of service, 

namely the tippee’s discretion. So one might trust lawyers or doctors’ discretion, but 

doubt that of prostitutes or beauticians. If so people should tip more frequently oc-

cupations that make the tippee privy of information about the tipper that the tipper 

does not wish to see disclosed. 

The other two self-interested reasons are unrelated to improving quality of service; 

they do not have even much to do with the relation between the tipper and the tip-

pee, but with the relation between the tipper and another party or himself.  

The tipper may want 

1. to signal his generosity to a third party. People should not tip when receiving a service 

alone or in the presence of either anonymous third parties or a party that knows them 

well anyway; they should tip only when they are with someone they want to impress. 

Needless to say, we observe lots of people tipping when alone – a taxi ride – or with 

people they know well and have no need to impress, which suggests that this motiva-

tion, if it does have any explanatory power at all, cannot do all the explanatory work. 

It could however yield narrower predictions, for instance in countries or professions in 

which, say, dining is part of professional wheeling and dealing and through which din-

ers assess each other’s qualities, then tipping generously may be driven by the aim of 

signalling one’s qualities. (By definition, tips would occur only in situations in which 

there is a third party present and cannot thus be generalised to explain tipping prac-

tices as a whole much of which occurs without that condition.)  

2. to signal to himself that he is a generous guy, cultivate his good character that is, a 

hypothesis put forward by Robert Frank7. Frank reasons that honesty is a good trait 

to have in business, a trait whose absence is not so easy to hide from savvy business 

partners, who may be able to detect it. But also a trait that decays if one allows one-

self to act opportunistically even occasionally as when one decides not to tip an expec-

tant waiter who did his job properly. This yields a curious prediction: people who dem-

onstrate to themselves every day that they are generous – say by doing voluntary 

work or working underpaid for charities – have less need to tip. Since they are con-

stantly engaged in honesty-building gymnastics, they can afford, as it were, not to 

give tips. Paradoxically, it would be people in cut-throat professions in which being 

thought of as trustworthy is particularly important who would be more likely to tip. 

Mobsters, bankers and lawyers would be more generous tippers than Oxfam employ-

ees. 

Social conventions 

As I said above, the belief that a tippee expects a tip can lead people to tip. The rea-

son may simply be that of avoiding the lesser of two evils as, in the simplest of cases, 

the tipper tips because of defensive self-interest:  

a. he may want to avoid nasty looks or harassment by disappointed tippees (notice that this is 

different from not wanting to disappoint for other-regarding reasons, out of empathy say). 

Rarely if ever, however, we decide whether to tip in isolation. A more common rea-

son that leads people to tip is a belief that tipping is what is generally expected in a 

particular occupation or social milieu, not just because of the idiosyncratic expecta-

tion of a single tippee. The belief that tips are expected in a given milieu can be de-

rived from observing or otherwise knowing that other people typically tip, and that 

because of this, if nothing else, tippees in that milieu expect a tip. Thus tipping 

comes as a result of the joint desire of not disappointing the tippee and of conforming 

to what others do. Believing that only one particular tippee expects a tip may not 

– vii – 
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generate enough pressure to lead people to tip for it weakens the legitimacy of the 

tippee’s expectation and thus of his disappointment. But when the belief that one 

tippee’s expectation is the result of the expectation of all tippees of that type and 

that, moreover, that expectation is generally fulfilled, the pressure on the tipper 

grows. Tippers typically want 

b. to avoid not just the nasty looks, but also the negative emotions of embarrassment or shame 

they may suffer towards tippees or towards observing third parties or both. In this situation if 

service is decent and one does not have a strong reason not to tip one tips. If not tipping causes 

embarrassment or shame tipping is likely to depend on a social norm, which one feels compelled 

to follow if the punishment which a violation triggers, in emotional or practical terms, is a 

greater cost than that of the tip. Tipping in this case would not signal anything to others, but 

not tipping would signal that one is mean or that does not care about social norms and conven-

tions, so one tips as the default option. Non-tipping could even be perceived as a breach of an 

implicit contract, whereby hard working tippees, used to being tipped by nearly everyone, ex-

pect that good service will be followed by a tip. Self-interest makes people comply with the so-

cial norm, even though it cannot explain why the norm is there in the first place. 

c. Tippers may also not want to stick out and tip for purely conformist reasons. This is similar to 

wearing a tie when one habitually does not wear one not because one likes it or because one 

would feel embarrassed by not having one, but because one knows one is going to a place in 

which everyone does wear one, and one does not want to attract attention by being the odd one 

out. 

It is conceivable that the persistence of widespread tipping may be sustained by all 

three, a, b and c working together, though each is a distinct and sufficient reason. To 

test whether “a versus b or c” obtains one could devise a situation in which the tip-

pee cannot harass or give nasty looks to non-tipping customers and compare that 

with an otherwise identical situation in which the tippee can do that. For instance, a 

prediction that can be tested observing occupational differences is the following: 

were one to find that room cleaners, whom hotel customers do not see much of, are 

not tipped as much as other hotel staff who are in close proximity when the tip is not 

given, such as waiters or porters, one could conclude that the difference is consistent 

with (a), namely the fear of being harassed or shamed. (It does not follow that the 

tips given to room cleaner can be explained by b or c. In fact, they may be given for 

non self-interested motives that do not have to do with avoiding shame and embar-

rassment discussed below.) 

a, b and c are prima facie the most plausible explanations of the persistence of gener-

alised tipping – as evidence consider the fact that most people when travelling to 

new places are keenly interested to find out what it is that people do in terms of tip-

ping and what it is that servers expect. This may not explain why tipping starts, 

but, once there is a belief that tipping is what is expected, it can explain why it goes 

on and tends to become universal. The so-called “tipping” model can be easily ap-

plied to tipping behaviour for tipping is frequency dependent: the probability that 

anyone tips is positively affected by the frequency of tipping in the relevant environ-

ment.  

(Notice that the same mechanism could apply to amounts expected and not just to 

whether a tip of any amount is expected. In countries in which tipping is universal 

and occurs around set percentages the most powerful explanation is almost certainly 

the presence of social conventions.) 

Once generalised tipping occurs, all other motivations may become redundant in ex-

plaining why every new tipper tips. If they do still play a part, they do so by affect-

ing further adjustments, so one may tip either more than what is conventionally ex-

pected –for whatever reason, self-interest, reciprocity or altruism– or less (or noth-

ing) in case one wants to punish a very bad service (see below). 

– viii – 
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Reciprocity 

Reciprocity is a very different motivation from self interest. Unlike self-interest, re-

ciprocity is backward looking rather than forward looking. It predicts that people tip 

not because they want to obtain good service, now or in the future, or to signal some-

thing to themselves or other, but in order to reward good service after it has been 

obtained: “you do something good for me and I do something good for you”. This is 

positive reciprocity. In the negative case, if you give me not so good a service I will 

not tip. Reciprocity is perfectly compatible with tipping rationally even in one-off 

encounters. 

The idea of tips as rewards has intuitive appeal as many people, myself included, tip 

taxi drivers if these help them with their luggage but not otherwise. Sometimes how-

ever, if I have no luggage I may still tip, which suggests that either I reward some 

other good things the driver did, like driving smoothly or being courteous, or that I 

have a different motivation unrelated to reciprocity.  

Notice that the expectation that people tip because of reciprocity is an incentive to 

deliver a good service in one-off situations, while the expectation that tips come from 

self-interest would not have that effect because a strictly self-interested customer 

would not tip even if he gets good service. This is paradoxical as self-interest ends up 

being better served by not being self-interested. (Tipping driven by reciprocity has 

also a positive externality for all future tippers who will be more likely to be better 

served the more the tippee has been tipped in the past whenever he has provided 

good service and thus the more he can rely on being tipped at the end; clearly, this 

gives an opportunity to self-interested tippers to free ride, that is, enjoy the good 

service and leave without tipping. An interesting research question is how many bad 

tippers are needed to make tippees switch and provide a poor service as their default 

option.) 

Notice that if we found that equally good service in different occupations or coun-

tries is tipped at different levels of generosity, as we do indeed find, it follows that we 

cannot explain variations of tipping and tipping amounts across occupations or 

countries solely by reciprocity. This suggests that there are occupation- or country-

specific conventions, of the type described in 2.4 above, within which other motiva-

tions, such as reciprocity, can manifest themselves. So, I may like to tip to reward 

good service, but the entity of an acceptable reward is set by varying social conven-

tion: in Italy I tip with a little loose change, in the UK I tip 10% and in the US 15%. 

Sympathy, empathy and fairness 

This family of motivations posits that people tip because of some special regard they 

have for the tippee either as an individual or as a member of a category.  

Sympathy, understood as an ad personam sentiment, could lead people to tip those 

individuals whom they like, who are charming or flirtatious over and above the qual-

ity of service that they dispense, or that manifest some special need or trait. Motiva-

tions of this kind would not lead someone who gets bad service to tip, but if service is 

good enough they may lead to larger tips.  

Empathy or a sense of fairness, understood as category-based sentiments, could, for 

instance, trigger greater generosity in tipping from people who want to help those 

who are poorer than they are. Everything else the same, if this were the case we 

should observe more tipping in countries with greater income inequality or in occu-

pations that yield lower incomes – e.g. shoe shiners, room cleaners –, and in occupa-
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tions that tend to serve richer people; so, while every man goes to the barber every 

now and then or buys a coffee in a bar, only richer men patronise casinos or buy high

-class sexual services, thus croupiers and prostitutes should be tipped more and more 

often than barber and barmen.  

A different trigger of generosity may be linked not so much to a generic appreciation 

of income differences between servers and customers as to the specific knowledge 

that their employers take tips into account and adjust salaries downward knowing 

that employees’ income will be increased by tips, therefore one feels obliged to tip 

not to let employees down. If this were the case, this effect should be found only for 

tips given to employees and not to the self-employed. 

Still another trigger of generosity and fairness could be due to contingent inequali-

ties, for, in some cases, tippees work while tippers are having fun. This, however, 

rather than by arousing empathy, could work by creating a sense of guilt, an emo-

tion to which I shall now turn. 

Guilt 

In countries in which there is at the same time a marked inequality between tippers 

and tippees and a widespread equality ethos, a belief that humans are or should be 

treated in a fundamentally equal way, coming in contact with people significantly 

poorer than one is could trigger discomfort and ultimately a sense of guilt for being 

better off than they are, rather than or rather than just empathy or altruism. In 

countries or historical times in which inequality is perceived as a fact of nature this 

effect would not emerge – one does not tip slaves. This discomfort could be allayed 

by giving tips. (Conversely, tips are less likely to be observed in countries in which a 

strong equality ethos is found alongside real income equality.) 

The predictions are broadly similar to those one can derive from other-regarding mo-

tivations and hard to tell apart using unsophisticated empirical observations, as one 

would need to control for other-regarding motivations. If the latter were the expla-

nation, for instance, one should see a strong correlation between tip giving and char-

ity giving, which one would not see if by contrast the mechanism was guilt induced 

by proximity with poorer people. 

In conclusion, real social and economic inequalities as well as the social norms and 

value that we share about equality and fairness are likely to be strongly involved in 

our tipping decisions, whether by arousing empathy or guilt. Casual observation, for 

instance, indicates that we tend not to tip people in occupations that we consider as 

peers or superior in income or status to us – we do not tip doctors, school teachers or 

accountants. This is not invariably the case, however: on the one hand, we do not tip 

air hostesses or nurses – at most we give gifts to the latter; on the other hand, an old 

lady on a pension can tip a taxi driver, and a working class family out for dinner can 

be generous with their waiters. There clearly are other intervening mechanisms that 

govern our decisions: follow the conventions for fear of offending, be nice to those 

who are helpful, empathise with those who share our modest lot but on some occa-

sions happen to be working while we enjoy ourselves. 

Motivations not to tip  

As I said in section 1, one can fail to tip simply because one knows that the tippee 

would not accept the tip. As I also said above, one can fail to tip simply because one 
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has none of the motivations, discussed in section 2, to tip even if one knows the tip-

pee would accept a tip.  

However, one can choose to refrain from tipping even if one can conceive of some of 

the motivations above – say that he knows that he will return to the same restaurant 

or that good workers deserve to be rewarded – because he believes that the practice 

of tipping itself is undesirable or unjust regardless of whether the tippee expects a 

tip. The tipper in other words can entertain one or more of the following beliefs that 

override any tipping motivations he may have:  

 Service workers should do their duty anyway and not expect any extra reward for it; 

 it is unfair to leave service workers’ income at the mercy of discretionary payments 

rather than of secure contractual arrangements, and by giving tips one encourages this 

uncertainty and introduces inequalities among servers; 

 tipping is a demeaning practice that stresses inequality among people who are funda-

mentally equal, that it is, in other words, a patronising practice that even if well inten-

tioned stresses status differences. 

A tipper can believe any of the above regardless of the tippee’s belief. In other words, 

those beliefs can give the tipper a motive not to pay a tip even at the cost of disap-

pointing tippees, thus leading to a permanent out-of-equilibrium situation. If the 

tipper experience some inner tension between any of those beliefs and other consid-

erations in favour of tipping, we cannot predict whether the outcome will be tipping 

or not tipping as it depends on the strength of those beliefs relative to that of the 

other factors. For instance, it is much easier to abide by those beliefs if we know that 

others do that too. 

Motivations not to accept tips 

Tippees may have beliefs that mirror the above ones. They 

could see themselves as fundamentally equal to the tipper, 

and regard a tip as an undesirable way of stressing social dif-

ferences. They may think it is humiliating – something that 

should not be done among equals. Equals exchange gifts in 

kind or favours rather than money. Like tippers, tippees are 

more likely to have these beliefs in conditions of economic 

equality, real or ideological, or in domains in which money is 

still permeated with pre-modern values – a means not in-

variably suitable to reward an honourable person. 

Tippees, rather than that belief, could also have a second order belief, and think that 

others think that being tipped is humiliating. They would thus not want to be seen 

accepting tips for that would signal that they accept to be humiliated. In this case, 

being tipped would be felt as secretly desirable but publicly shameful. The prediction 

is that some tipping will still be observed even in countries in which tipping is dis-

couraged if secrecy is preserved. In Japan, where tips are generally discouraged, 

some tips are still given and taken, but discreetly hidden in envelopes. 

Conclusions  

All too often social scientists conflate the social importance of the phenomenon they 

study with the relevance of the theories one requires to explain it. Clearly, studying 

complex phenomena of great welfare relevance is a good thing, but it does not follow 

that simpler phenomena do not require a very rich theoretical framework to be ex-
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plained. In fact, there is much to be said in favour of studying simpler phenomena 

for they can make it easier to test and refine our theories. Even though tipping is 

regarded as a marginal economic transaction, it can be driven by any of our funda-

mental behavioural dispositions and it is simple enough to enable us to study them in 

natural settings.  

Everyday observation, including of our own behaviour, suggests that tipping prac-

tices are unlikely to be explained by one motivation alone in the following three 

senses: the same people could be driven by more than one motivation to tip in any 

one occasion; the same people could be driven by different motivations in different 

occasions, and different people could be driven by different motivations. 

Diego Gambetta 

Nuffield College, Oxford 
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